
THE SPECTRUM OF BOUNDARY SINE-GORDON THEORY �Z. Bajnok, L. Palla and G. Tak�as yInstitute for Theoretial Physis, E�otv�os University, Budapest, HungaryAbstrat We review our reent results on the on-shell desription of sine-Gordonmodel with integrable boundary onditions. We determined the spe-trum of boundary states by losing the boundary bootstrap and gavea derivation of Al.B. Zamolodhikov's (unpublished) formulae for theboundary energy and the relation between the Lagrangian (ultraviolet)and bootstrap (infrared) parameters. These results have been hekedagainst numerial �nite volume spetra oming from the trunated on-formal spae approah. We �nd an entirely onsistent piture and strongevidene for the validity of the onjetured spetrum and sattering am-plitudes, whih together give a omplete desription of the boundarysine-Gordon theory on mass shell.Keywords: Integrable �eld theory, �eld theory with boundary, bootstrap, perturbedonformal �eld theory, sine-Gordon model1. IntrodutionIn these proeedings we report on the results of our works [1, 2, 3℄.Instead of following the line of the original onferene talk, we wish togive a summary of the results and onjetures whih together desribethe on-shell spetral data of boundary sine-Gordon theory.Sine-Gordon �eld theory is one of the most important quantum �eldtheoreti models with numerous appliations ranging from partile the-oreti problems to ondensed matter systems, and one whih has playeda entral role in our understanding of 1+1 dimensional �eld theories. Aruial property of the model is integrability, whih permits an exat an-alyti determination of many of its physial properties and harateristiquantities. Integrability an also be preserved in the presene of bound-�Original title of the onferene talk: Sine-Gordon with Neumann boundary ondition: thespetrum of boundary statesyConferene speaker 1



2aries [4℄; for sine-Gordon theory, the most general boundary potentialthat preserves integrability was found by Ghoshal and Zamolodhikov[5℄. They also introdued the notion of `boundary rossing unitarity',and ombining it with the boundary version of the Yang-Baxter equa-tions they were able to determine soliton reetion fators on the groundstate boundary; later Ghoshal ompleted this work by determining thebreather reetion fators [6℄.The �rst (partial) results on the spetrum of the exited boundarystates were obtained by Saleur and Skorik for Dirihlet boundary ondi-tions [7℄. However, they did not take into aount the boundary analogueof the Coleman-Thun mehanism, the importane of whih was �rst em-phasized by Dorey et al. [8℄. Using this mehanism Mattsson and Doreywere able to lose the bootstrap in the Dirihlet ase and determine theomplete spetrum and the reetion fators on the exited boundarystates [9℄. Reently we used their ideas to obtain the spetrum of exitedboundary states and their reetion fators for the Neumann boundaryondition [1℄ and then for the general two-parameter family of integrableboundary onditions [2℄.Another interesting problem is the relation between the ultraviolet(UV) parameters that appear in the perturbed CFT Hamiltonian andthe infrared (IR) parameters in the reetion fators. This relation was�rst obtained by Al. B. Zamolodhikov [10℄ together with a formula forthe boundary energy; however, his results remain unpublished. In orderto have these formulae, we rederived them in our paper [3℄, where weused them to hek the onsisteny of the spetrum and of the ree-tion fators against a boundary version of trunated onformal spaeapproah (TCSA). Combining the TCSA results with analyti methodsof the Bethe Ansatz we found strong evidene that our understandingof the spetrum of boundary sine-Gordon model is indeed orret.2. Boundary bootstrap in sine-Gordon theoryBoundary sine-Gordon theory is de�ned by the ationAsG = Z 1�1 dt Z 0�1 dx "12������+ m20�2 os ��#+ M0 os �2 (�(0; t)� �0)! (1)where �(x; t) is a real salar �eld and M0, �0 are the two parametersharaterizing the boundary ondition:�x�(x; t)jx=0 = �M0�2 sin��2 (�(0; t)� �0)� : (2)



The spetrum of boundary sine-Gordon theory 1 3Ghoshal and Zamolodhikov showed that the above model is integrable[5℄ and that the boundary term is the most general onsistent with in-tegrability and ontaining no time derivatives of the �eld �.In the bulk sine-Gordon model the partile spetrum onsists of thesoliton s, the antisoliton �s, and the breathers Bn, whih appear as boundstates of a soliton and an antisoliton. As a onsequene of the integrablenature of the model any sattering amplitude fatorizes into a produt oftwo partile sattering amplitudes whih were found by Zamolodhikovand Zamolodhikov [11℄. Fatorization of the sattering arries over tothe situation with integrable boundary onditions as well [5℄.2.1 Ground state reetion fatorsIn the presene of boundary, the bulk S-matrix must be supplementedwith the reetion amplitudes desribing the interation of the partileswith the boundary in order to speify the sattering theory ompletely.The most general reetion fator - modulo CDD-type fators - of thesoliton antisoliton multiplet js; �si on the ground state boundary, denotedby j i, satisfying the boundary versions of the Yang-Baxter, unitarity androssing equations was found by Ghoshal and Zamolodhikov [5℄:R(�; #; u) = � P+(�; #; u) Q(�; #; u)Q(�; #; u) P�(�; #; u) �=  P+0 (�; #; u) Q0(u)Q0(u) P�0 (�; #; u) !R0(u)�(�; u)os(�) �(i#; u)osh(#) ;P�0 (�; #; u) = os(�u) os(�) osh(#)� sin(�u) sin(�) sinh(#)Q0(u) = � sin(�u) os(�u) (3)where we introdued � = 8��2 � 1 ; (4)u = �i� denote the purely imaginary rapidity as in [5℄, � and # are tworeal parameters haraterizing the solution,R0(u) = 1Yl=1 " �(4l�� 2�u� )�(4�(l � 1) + 1� 2�u� )�((4l � 3)�� 2�u� )�((4l � 1)�+ 1� 2�u� )=(u! �u)#is the boundary ondition independent part and�(x; u) = os xos(x+ �u)1Yl=1 "�(12 + x� + (2l � 1)�� �u� )�(12 � x� + (2l � 1)�� �u� )�(12 � x� + (2l � 2)�� �u� )�(12 + x� + 2l�� �u� ) =(u! �u)#



4desribes the boundary ondition dependene. Minimality (i.e. minimalpole struture) restrits 0 � � � �(�+ 1)=2, while the independent val-ues of # are 0 � # � 1. As it an be seen from the UV-IR relation to bedisussed later (eqn. (11)), this overs exatly the range of parametersin the Lagrangian desription; therefore it is thought that only the min-imal solution is realized in boundary sine-Gordon model. This is alsoon�rmed by our TCSA analysis (see Setion 4).As a onsequene of the bootstrap equations [5℄ the breather reetionfators share the struture of the solitoni ones, [6℄:R(n)(�; #; u) = R(n)0 (u)S(n)(�; u)S(n)(i#; u) ; (5)where R(n)0 (u) = �12� � n2� + 1�� n2� + 32� n�1Yl=1 � l2��� l2� + 1�� l2� + 32�2S(n)(x; u) = n�1Yl=0 � x�� � 12 + n�2l�12� �� x�� + 12 + n�2l�12� � ; (x) = sin �u2 + x�2 �sin �u2 � x�2 � : (6)In general R(n)0 desribes the boundary independent properties and theother fators give the boundary dependent ones.2.2 The spetrum of boundary bound states andthe assoiated reetion fatorsIn the general ase, the spetrum of boundary bound states was de-rived in [2℄. It is a straightforward generalization of the spetrum inthe Dirihlet limit previously obtained by Mattsson and Dorey [9℄. Thestates an be labeled by a sequene of integers jn1; n2; : : : ; nki. Suh astate exists whenever the�2 � �n1 > wn2 > �n3 > wn4 > : : : � 0ondition holds, where�n = �� � (2n+ 1)�2� and wn = � � �� � (2n� 1)�2� ;denote the loation of ertain poles in �(�; u). The mass of suh a state(i.e. its energy above the ground state) ismjn1;n2;:::;nki =M Xi odd os(�ni) +M Xi even os(wni) : (7)



The spetrum of boundary sine-Gordon theory 2 5The reetion fators of the various partiles on these boundary statesdepend on whether k is even or odd. When k is even, we haveQjn1;n2;:::;nki(�; #; u) = Q(�; #; u) Yi odd ani(�; u) Yi even ani(��; u) ;and P�jn1;n2;:::;nki(�; #; u) = P�(�; #; u) Yi odd ani(�; u) Yi even ani(��; u) ;for the solitoni proesses, wherean(�; u) = nYl=1�2� �� � l�� ; �� = �(�+ 1)� � :and fyg = �y+12� ��y�12� ��y+12� � 1��y�12� + 1�For the breather reetion fators the analogous formula isR(n)jn1;n2;:::;nki(�; #; u) = R(n)(�; #; u) Yi odd bnni(�; u) Yi even bnni(��; u) (8)where nowbnk(�; u) = min(n;k)Yl=1 �2�� � �+ n� 2l��2�� + �� n� 2(k + 1� l)� :(9)In the ase when k is odd, the same formulae apply if in the P�, Q andR(n) ground state reetion fators the � $ �� and s $ �s hanges aremade.2.3 Closure of the bootstrapIn our papers [1, 2℄ we presented an argument that the bootstraploses for the above spetrum. The essential steps are:1 We onjetured the minimal spetrum (i.e. the states that areneessary to inlude) by examining the reetion amplitudes ofthe solitons.2 We proved that these states must be inluded in the spetrum,i.e. that the poles in the reetion fators orresponding to themannot be explained by any boundary Coleman-Thun diagram.



6 3 For all other poles of the breather and soliton reetion fators wefound an explanation in terms of one of the states listed above orat least one boundary Coleman-Thun type diagram whih had thesame order as the pole.The only thing that remains is to hek that the full residues of thepoles an indeed be obtained as sums of ontributions of all possiblediagrams, using only the states in the minimal spetrum. We hekedthis in some of the simplest ases expliitly [1℄. However, �nding all thediagrams and omputing all the residues is a horrendous task, whih wehave not ompleted. From TCSA we have overwhelming evidene thatthe spetrum and the reetion fators are orret and we briey disussthis evidene in the sequel.For the ase of the Neumann boundary onditions [1℄ we noted thatthe onjetured spetrum implies that there are poles (in breather re-etion fators) whose residue an only be explained by inluding ontri-butions both from a boundary exited state and from a Coleman-Thuntype diagram. In boundary Lee-Yang model, a very similar phenomenonwas disussed by Dorey, Tateo and Watts [8℄. There it was also relatedto the fat that the losure of the bootstrap was not unique. In thease of the sine-Gordon theory, however, the phenomenon that a polean only be explained by a ombination of some Coleman-Thun dia-gram together with some boundary exited state, happens only for somespeial values of the parameter � and so we do not think that it is anindiation of any nonuniqueness in the bootstrap. Indeed, for generivalues of the parameters the bootstrap losure does seem to be uniquelydetermined and therefore we think that even for the speial values theorret losure of the bootstrap is the one above, sine we expet thatthe spetrum depends smoothly on the parameters � and #.3. Zamolodhikov's formulaeReently, Al. B. Zamolodhikov presented [10℄ a formula for the re-lation between the UV and the IR parameters in the boundary sine-Gordon model. We shall onsider boundary sine-Gordon theory as ajoint bulk and boundary perturbation of the  = 1 free boson with Neu-mann boundary onditions (perturbed onformal �eld theory, pCFT):ApCFT = AN=1 + � Z 1�1 dt Z 0�1 dx : os ��(x; t) :+ ~� Z 1�1 dt : os �2 (�(0; t)� �0) : (10)



The spetrum of boundary sine-Gordon theory 3 7where the olons denote the standard CFT normal ordering, whihde�nes the normalization of the operators and of the oupling on-stants. The ouplings have nontrivial dimensions: [�℄ = [mass℄2��2=4�,[~�℄ = [mass℄1��2=8�.The UV parameters assoiated to the boundary are ~� and �0, whilethe IR parameters are � and # appearing in (3). The other UV parameter� is related to the soliton mass M the same way as for the bulk theory[13℄. With the above onventions the UV-IR relation 1 isos �2�8� ! osh �2#8� ! = ~�p2�ssin��28 � os���02 � ;sin �2�8� ! sinh �2#8� ! = ~�p2�ssin��28 � sin���02 � : (11)Zamolodhikov also gave the boundary energy asE(�; #) = � M2 os �2� � os����+ osh�#��� 12 os� �2��+ 12 sin� �2��� 12� : (12)The above formula for the boundary energy an be derived using thethermodynami Bethe Ansatz for sinh-Gordon theory. The derivation,however, ontains some nontrivial analyti ontinuation due to the fatthat the sinh-Gordon TBA has no plateau solution in the ultraviolet limit[14℄. For more details see [3℄, where we also gave a derivation of the UV-IR relation from the exat vauum expetation values of boundary �eldsonjetured by Lukyanov, Zamolodhikov and Zamolodhikov [15℄.We an perform a hek on eqn. (12) whih relates the boundaryenergy obtained from TBA to the bootstrap spetrum, thereby showingtheir onsisteny. It was noted in [9℄ (for Dirihlet boundary ondition)and in [2℄ (for the general ase) that ontinuing analytially� ! �(�+ 1)� �the roles of the boundary ground state ji and of the boundary �rstexited state j0i are interhanged. Therefore we an alulate the energydi�erene between these two states from the formula for the boundaryenergy, eqn. (12). The result isE(�(�+ 1)� �; #)�E(�; #) =M os��� � �2��whih exatly equals the predition of the bootstrap, i.e.Ej0i �Eji =M os �0



8that follows from eqn. (7). In our paper [3℄ we also heked that (12)was onsistent with other information known from previous literature,like the boundary energy of the Lee-Yang model [16℄ and the boundaryenergy for sine-Gordon with Dirihlet boundary onditions [17℄.4. TCSA veri�ationTrunated Conformal Spae is a method to ompute the spetrumof a perturbed CFT in �nite volume. It works by omputing the ma-trix elements of the Hamiltonian in the basis of the onformal statesand then trunating the spae of states to a �nite dimensional subspaeby imposing a ut-o� in the onformal weight. It was introdued byYurov and Zamolodhikov for the Lee-Yang model with periodi bound-ary onditions [18℄ and later extended to perturbations of  = 1 theories[19℄ and to theories with boundary [16℄. As the boundary sine-Gordonmodel is a perturbed  = 1 CFT with boundary onditions, we oulduse these developments to ompute the spetrum on a spae-time strip,where spae was an interval with (not neessarily idential) integrableboundary onditions on both ends. For a desription of the tehnialdetails see [1℄.On the other hand, one an make preditions for the �nite size spe-trum starting from the knowledge of the bootstrap spetrum and ree-tion fators and using a Bethe Ansatz tehnique.The detailed results are desribed in [1℄ for the ase of Neumannboundary ondition (M0 = 0 in eqn. (1)) and in [3℄ for Dirihlet (M0 !1) and general boundary onditions. Here we only desribe the mainonlusions.1 The formulae (11,12) and the ground state reetion fators (3,5)are in very good agreement with the numerial data.2 Boundary exited states an be obtained as analyti ontinuationof ertain one-partile states in the framework of Bethe Ansatz [1℄.The spetrum of the states that are aessible in TCSA mathespreisely with the one onjetured from the bootstrap.3 If a pole in the reetion fators was explained by some boundaryColeman-Thun diagram and has no orresponding bound state inthe bootstrap, there is no suh state in the TCSA spetrum either.This makes us on�dent that the rules used to draw these diagramsare indeed orret, whih is very important as for the time beingthey have no �eld theoretial derivation.



The spetrum of boundary sine-Gordon theory 4 95. ConlusionsWe reported on work leading to a omplete on-shell desription ofboundary sine-Gordon theory using bootstrap methods. We also de-rived Zamolodhikov's formulae for the boundary energy and the UV-IRrelation and ompared the results to numerial TCSA alulations. Wefound an exellent agreement and on�rmed the general piture that wasformed of boundary sine-Gordon theory in the previous literature.The main open problems are the alulation of o�-shell quantities (e.g.orrelation funtions) and exat �nite size spetra. While orrelationfuntions in general present a very hard problem even in theories withoutboundaries, in integrable theories signi�ant progress was made usingform fators (for one-point funtions of bulk operators see e.g. [20℄). Inaddition, the vauum expetation values of boundary operators in sine-Gordon theory are also known exatly [15℄. It would be interesting tomake further progress in this diretion.Conerning �nite size spetra, there is already a version of the so-alled nonlinear integral equation for the vauum (Casimir) energy withDirihlet boundary onditions [17℄, but it is not yet lear how to extendit to desribe exited states and more general boundary onditions aswell, whih also seems to be a fasinating problem.It would also be interesting to work out a formalism (an analogue ofthe Cutkosky rules of quantum �eld theory in the bulk) in whih therules for the boundary Coleman-Thun diagrams an be justi�ed.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank P. Dorey, G. Watts and espeially Al.B.Zamolodhikov for very useful disussions. G.T. was supported by aMagyary postdotoral fellowship from the Hungarian Ministry of Edu-ation. This researh was supported in part by the Hungarian Ministryof Eduation under FKFP 0178/1999, 0043/2001 and by the HungarianNational Siene Fund (OTKA) T029802/99.Notes1. A similar relation was derived by Corrigan and Taormina [12℄ for sinh-Gordon theory,however, their normalization of the oupling onstants is di�erent from the one natural inthe perturbed CFT framework.Referenes[1℄ Z. Bajnok, L. Palla and G. Tak�as: Boundary states and �nite size e�ets in sine-Gordon model with Neumann boundary ondition, preprint ITP-BUDAPEST-570, hep-th/0106069.
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